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(54) MASKING OPENSPACE NOISE USING SOUND AND CORRESPONDING VISUAL

(57) Methods and apparatuses for addressing open
space noise are disclosed. In one example, a method for
masking open space noise includes outputting from a

speaker sound corresponding to a flow of water, and dis-
playing a water element system, the water element sys-
tem generating a sound of flowing water.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] Noise within an open space is problematic for
people working within the open space. For example,
many office buildings utilize a large open office area in
which many employees work in cubicles with low cubicle
walls or at workstations without any acoustical barriers.
Open space noise, and in particular speech noise, is the
top complaint of office workers about their offices. One
reason for this is that speech enters readily into the
brain’s working memory and is therefore highly distract-
ing. Even speech at very low levels can be highly dis-
tracting when ambient noise levels are low (as in the case
of someone answering a telephone call in a library). Pro-
ductivity losses due to speech noise have been shown
in peer-reviewed laboratory studies to be as high as 41%.
Office acoustic design has gotten very good at reducing
ambient noise, but the quiet environments that have been
created can cause speech noise to contrast strongly with
the quiet. Even quiet offices, therefore, can create a level
of speech intelligibility that is highly distracting. The in-
telligibility of speech can be measured using the Speech
Transmission Index (STI).
[0002] Another major issue with open offices relates
to speech privacy. Workers in open offices often feel that
their telephone calls or in-person conversations can be
overheard. Speech privacy correlates directly to intelligi-
bility. Lack of speech privacy creates measurable in-
creases in stress and dissatisfaction and is one of the
top complaints of workers about their office environ-
ments.
[0003] Open office noise is typically described by work-
ers as unpleasant and uncomfortable. Speech noise,
printer noise, telephone ringer noise, and other distract-
ing sounds increase discomfort. All of these can be sum-
marized to three acoustic problems: (1) excessive and
distracting levels of speech intelligibility, (2) lack of
speech privacy, and (3) lack of acoustical comfort. All
three of these problems are becoming increasingly im-
portant as office densification accelerates. The higher
the utilization of office space, the more acoustical prob-
lems come to the fore. This discomfort can be measured
using subjective questionnaires as well as objective
measures, such as cortisol levels.
[0004] In one type of prior art, the issues associated
with office noise have been attacked by facilities profes-
sionals. Noise absorbing ceiling tiles, carpeting, screens,
furniture, and so on, have become the standard and office
noise has been substantially decreased. Reducing the
noise levels does not, however, directly solve the three
problems outlined above, as they relate to the intelligibil-
ity of speech. Speech intelligibility can be unaffected, or
even increased, by the noise reduction measures of fa-
cilities professionals. Another type of prior art is injecting
a pink noise or filtered pink noise (herein referred to sim-
ply as "pink noise") into the open office. Pink noise is

effective in reducing speech intelligibility, increasing
speech privacy, and increasing acoustical comfort. How-
ever, listeners complain that pink noise sounds like an
airplane environment, or complain that the constant air
conditioning like sound of the pink noise becomes fatigu-
ing over time.
[0005] As a result, improved methods and apparatuses
for addressing open space noise are needed.
[0006] US2005/122592 discloses a water flow simula-
tion system which includes plastic conduits through
which an airflow passes, and objects in the airflow can
be lit up to produce a visual effect of moving water. A
sound source produces a sound reminiscent of rippling
water.
[0007] US2003/107478 discloses an architectural
sound enhancement system for installation in a space
having a suspended ceiling. The system includes an ar-
ray of speakers, a central paging transmitter and a wire-
less remote control unit. The system is intended to pro-
vide masking, background and paging functions.
[0008] US4,215,500 discloses a display device for cre-
ating visual effects from the motion of polystyrene beads,
for example.
[0009] US2011/214320 discloses a decorative device
(e.g. a snowglobe or "bubble light") which includes a liq-
uid filled vessel and an impeller for moving the fluid and
decorative particles in the fluid. The device includes a
light and a speaker which plays songs or sounds.
[0010] US2002/070284 discloses a fountain which can
be controlled by a viewer, for example via an ultrasonic
sensor. Different groups of jets may be controlled by one
or more sensors to provide a variety of fountain designs.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The present invention will be readily understood
by the following detailed description in conjunction with
the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference nu-
merals designate like structural elements.

FIG. 1 illustrates a system and method for masking
open space noise in one example.
FIG. 2 illustrates a system and method for masking
open space noise in a further example.
FIG. 3 illustrates a system for outputting a sound of
flowing water from the speaker shown in FIG. 1 in
one example.
FIG. 4 illustrates a system for outputting a sound of
flowing water and a noise from the speaker shown
in FIG. 2 in one example.
FIG. 5 illustrates placement of the speaker and the
water element system shown in FIG. 1 or FIG. 2 in
an open space in one example.
FIG. 6 illustrates placement of the speaker and the
water element system shown in FIG. 1 or FIG. 2 in
an open space in a further example.
FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating masking open
space noise in one example.
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FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating masking open
space noise in one example.
FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating masking open
space noise in one example.
FIG. 10 illustrates placement of the speaker shown
in FIG. 1 in one example.
FIG. 11 illustrates the water element system shown
in FIG. 1 in one example.

DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC EMBODIMENTS

[0012] Methods and apparatuses for masking open
space noise are disclosed. The following description is
presented to enable any person skilled in the art to make
and use the invention. Descriptions of specific embodi-
ments and applications are provided only as examples
and various modifications will be readily apparent to
those skilled in the art. The general principles defined
herein may be applied to other embodiments and appli-
cations without departing from the spirit and scope of the
invention. Thus, the present invention is to be accorded
the widest scope encompassing numerous alternatives,
modifications and equivalents consistent with the princi-
ples and features disclosed herein.
[0013] Block diagrams of example systems are illus-
trated and described for purposes of explanation. The
functionality that is described as being performed by a
single system component may be performed by multiple
components. Similarly, a single component may be con-
figured to perform functionality that is described as being
performed by multiple components. For purpose of clar-
ity, details relating to technical material that is known in
the technical fields related to the invention have not been
described in detail so as not to unnecessarily obscure
the present invention. It is to be understood that various
example of the invention, although different, are not nec-
essarily mutually exclusive. Thus, a particular feature,
characteristic, or structure described in one example em-
bodiment may be included within other embodiments.
[0014] In one example, a method for masking open
space noise includes outputting from a speaker a speak-
er sound corresponding to a flow of water, and displaying
a water element system, the water element system gen-
erating a sound of flowing water.
[0015] In one example, a system for masking open
space noise includes a speaker arranged to output a
speaker sound in an open space, the speaker sound
comprising a sound corresponding to a flow of water and
a noise configured to mask open space noise. The sys-
tem further includes a display of flowing water disposed
in the open space.
[0016] In one example, a method for masking open
space noise includes outputting a first masking sound to
mask an open space noise in an open space, and mask-
ing an audibility of the first masking sound utilizing a sec-
ond masking sound, the second masking sound operable
to mask the open space noise.
[0017] In one example, a method for masking open

space noise includes outputting from a speaker a speak-
er sound corresponding to a flow of water, outputting from
the speaker a noise configured to mask open space
noise, and displaying a flow of water.
[0018] In example embodiments, methods and sys-
tems are presented for noise masking in offices and call
centers. The methods and systems relate to the visual
and acoustic design of indoor built environments and
thereby concern the fields of facilities management, ar-
chitecture, acoustics, and design. Modern work environ-
ments create large open office areas that introduce highly
intelligible speech noise that consequently decreases
productivity, speech privacy, and acoustic comfort. Meth-
ods and systems are presented for successfully reducing
the speech noise intelligibility/interference, and increas-
ing productivity, speech privacy, and acoustic comfort.
[0019] In one example, a method and system for mask-
ing sound uses in-plenum natural water sounds com-
bined with pink noise and a visual water element. The
water sound carries significant high frequency noises that
mask speech intelligibility more effectively than pink
noise alone. The visual water element, i.e. the waterfall,
makes workers believe that the waterfall causes their in-
crease in comfort. Playing water sounds alone through
the sound masking speakers, without a visual water el-
ement, causes discomfort among workers, who feel as
though the water is dripping down from the ceiling or that
it has no logical source. A logical source of the water
sound is needed. The psychological effect of having the
physical waterfall operate in conjunction with the masking
sound is particularly advantageous. The methods and
systems described provide a measurable decrease in
the intelligibility of speech noise heard by workers in an
open space environment. For example, such decrease
can be measured using a speech transmission index
(STI).
[0020] In one example, the system functions by using
speakers installed in the plenum (the area between the
ceiling tiles and the ceiling) to produce a masking sound
that is broadcast upwards toward the ceiling. The sound
is directed upwards so that it reflects off of the ceiling and
is bounced back toward the ground through the ceiling
tiles with increased diffusion. Creating a more diffuse
sound decreases the ability of the worker to identify the
location of the speakers, and eliminates the creation of
"hot" and "cold" spots, where the masking sound is loud
or quiet enough to be highly noticeable.
[0021] The masking sound used is a naturally occur-
ring sound such as a natural water sound, which can be
artificially generated or taken from an actual recording of
water flow. In one example, actual recordings of a natural
waterfall are made, then processed/equalized to a satis-
factory spectrum to be most effective in masking open
space noise. In one example, this water sound is mixed
with electronically generated pink noise to increase the
masking quality. In one example, the water sound is used
alone.
[0022] In conjunction with the masking sound, a phys-
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ical water element such as a waterfall feature is intro-
duced. By having a physical water element, the workers
are less able to perceive a distinct masking sound, and
perceive the masking sound to be coming directly from
the waterfall feature, or perhaps reverberating off of the
walls and windows. In one example, a significant and
effective level of sound masking (e.g., 45-48 dB) is intro-
duced without engaging the awareness of workers in the
environment. In addition to avoiding engaging the aware-
ness of workers, this method allows the use of a natural
water sound-rather than an artificial pink noise sound-for
masking in an office environment. The water sound is an
improvement over a pink noise system alone, both in
terms of its objective performance as a masking sound
and in terms of its subjective appeal-put simply, people
prefer the sound of running water to pink noise. This is
supported by research in biophilia, which suggests that
humans have certain innate preferences for natural
sounds over artificial ones. Water sound with higher fre-
quency components are particularly effective in masking
in comparison to pink noise.
[0023] In one example, a method and system provide
a synergistic deployment of water sounds combined with
pink noise from in-plenum speakers and a physical water
wall to create the psychological perception of a natural
water sound emanating from a water feature. Advanta-
geously, the method operates without drawing attention
to itself. Advantageously, the methods and systems cre-
ate value to the end user by increasing his or her pro-
ductivity at work while simultaneously increasing his or
her comfort. Office densification is accelerating and is a
major issue for most large companies. This trend is ex-
acerbating acoustical problems and necessitating solu-
tions to the office noise problem. Moreover, companies
are increasingly focused on the productivity and comfort
of their most important asset, their employees. Improving
the employee experience is increasingly important for
companies.
[0024] FIG. 1 illustrates a system and method for
masking open space noise in one example. In one ex-
ample, the system includes a speaker 2 arranged to out-
put a speaker sound in an open space such as an office
building room, the speaker sound including sound 4 cor-
responding to a flow of water. In one example, the sound
4 corresponding to the flow of water is a recording of a
natural flow of water or an electronically synthesized
sound of flow of water. In one example, the sound 4 cor-
responding to a flow of water has been optimized to mask
open space noise. For example, a recording of the flow
of water used to generate sound 4 has been processed
to add 2-4 dB per octave higher frequency boost.
[0025] The system further includes a display of flowing
water disposed in the open space. In the example shown
in FIG. 1, the display of flowing water is a water element
system 6. In one example, the water element system 6
is arranged to be easily visible within the open space.
[0026] In one example, the water element system 6 is
a floor-to-ceiling waterfall including an upper reservoir

which receives water from a water supply, and a lower
reservoir (e.g., a floor basin) to receive water which has
fallen from the upper reservoir. The waterfall includes
water recirculation tubes for recirculating water from the
lower reservoir back to the upper reservoir, and a recir-
culation pump to recirculate the water through the recir-
culation tubes up to the upper reservoir. In one imple-
mentation, water falls from upper reservoir to the lower
reservoir along the surfaces of one or more vertical glass
panels disposed between the upper reservoir and the
lower reservoir. FIG. 11 illustrates the water element sys-
tem 6 shown in FIG. 1 in one example.
[0027] In one example, the speaker 2 is one of a plu-
rality of loudspeakers which are disposed in a plenum
above the open space and arranged to direct the speaker
sound in a direction opposite the open space. FIG. 10
illustrates placement of the speaker 2 shown in FIG. 1 in
one example. The speaker sound is then reflected by the
open space ceiling down into the open space. In one
example, the speaker 2 is one of a plurality of speakers
disposed at varying distances from the water element
system 6, where an output level of the speaker sound
from a speaker is adjusted based on the distance of the
speaker 2 from the water element system 6. The speaker
output level is adjusted so that the sound level of the
flowing water (the sound 8 from the water element system
6 combined with the sound 4 of flowing water output from
speaker 2) is consistent throughout the open space. At
locations in close proximity to water element system 6,
water sound 8 from the water element system 6 is heard.
As such, the output level of a speaker 2 in close proximity
to water element system 6 is reduced relative to a speak-
er 2 further away. In one example, sound 4 has been
processed to match the frequency characteristics of wa-
ter sound 8 emanating from water element system 6 so
that the user is under the impression that sound 4 is em-
anating from water element system 6 instead of speaker
2.
[0028] In this manner, the water element system 6 may
be constructed so that it need not be so loud so as to be
heard throughout the open space in order for the water
sound to be an effective noise masker. This reduces the
possibility that workers in close proximity to the water
element system 6 will find the water sound too loud and
annoying while allowing workers further away to hear wa-
ter sound at a sufficient level to provide effective masking
of the open space noise.
[0029] Referring again to FIG. 1, in one example op-
eration, sound 4 corresponding to the flow of water output
from speaker 2 operates to mask open space noise 20
heard by a person 10. Water sound 8 from water element
system 6 also operates to mask open space noise 20. In
the example shown in FIG. 1, a conversation participant
12 is in conversation with a conversation participant 14
in the vicinity of person 10 in the open space. Open space
noise 20 includes components of speech 16 from partic-
ipant 12 and speech 18 from conversation participant 14.
The intelligibility of speech 16 and speech 18 is reduced
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by sound 4 and sound 8.
[0030] FIG. 2 illustrates a system and method for
masking open space noise in a further example. In the
system illustrated in FIG. 2, a sound 22 is output from
speaker 2 corresponding to a noise configured to mask
open space noise in addition to the sound 4 correspond-
ing to the flow of water described in reference to FIG. 1.
In one example, the noise configured to mask open space
noise output from speaker 2 is a random noise such as
pink noise. Both sound 4 and sound 22 operate to mask
open space noise 20 heard by person 10.
[0031] In one example, the sound 4 corresponding to
the flow of water is output at a sound level sufficient to
partially mask or completely mask the noise sound 22.
For example, this is advantageous where persons prefer
to hear the sound of pink noise at a reduced level or not
to hear the sound of pink noise. In one example, the out-
put levels of sound 4 and noise sound 22 are determined
experimentally and/or based on listener preference. The
use of sound 4 and sound 22 produces a greater masking
effect than the use of either sound 4 or sound 22 alone,
while providing for increased listener comfort.
[0032] In one example, the speaker sound 4 corre-
sponding to the flow of water is optimized to mask a higher
frequency open space noise than the noise sound 22
configured to mask open space noise. For example, a
frequency boost of 2-4 dB per octave is added in the
processing of the recorded water sound. In this manner,
noise sound 22 can be selected to mask lower frequency
open space noise. For example, noise sound 22 can be
selected to be a pink noise which is more appealing to
be heard by persons instead of a white noise, which is
slightly more effective in masking higher frequency open
space noise but more unpleasant for persons to hear.
[0033] In one example, a method for masking open
space noise (e.g., noise 20) includes outputting a first
masking sound (e.g., sound 22, such as a pink noise) to
mask an open space noise (e.g., noise 20) in an open
space, and masking an audibility of the first masking
sound (e.g., sound 22) utilizing a second masking sound
(e.g., sound 4), the second masking sound (e.g., sound
4) also operable to mask the open space noise (e.g.,
noise 20). This methodology allows the level of the first
masking sound (e.g., sound 22) to be increased (i.e., to
produce a greater masking effect of noise 20) without
being perceived by person 10. This is advantageous
where person 10 finds hearing increased levels of the
first masking sound by itself unpleasant.
[0034] The method further includes generating a nat-
ural sound (e.g., sound 8) associated with the second
masking sound (e.g., sound 4), the natural sound gen-
erated with a water element system (e.g., water element
system 6) displayed in the open space. The natural sound
also operates to mask the open space noise. The pres-
ence of water element system 6 emitting sound 8 advan-
tageously allows the use of water sound 4 to be output
from speaker 2 as the person 10 has the impression that
sound 4 is emanating from water element system 6.

[0035] FIG. 5 illustrates placement of a plurality of
speakers 2 and the water element system shown in FIG.
1 or FIG. 2 in an open space 500 in one example. For
example, open space 500 may be a large room of an
office building in which employee cubicles are placed.
FIG. 6 illustrates placement of the plurality of speakers
2 and the water element system shown in FIG. 1 or FIG.
2 in an open space 600 in a further example.
[0036] FIG. 3 illustrates a system for outputting the
sound 4 of flowing water from the speaker 2 shown in
FIG. 1 in one example. A water sound player 30 outputs
an audio signal 34 of a sound of flowing water. Audio
signal 34 is received by an amplifier 32, which outputs
an amplified audio signal 36. Amplified audio signal 36
is received by speaker 2 (e.g., a loudspeaker), which
outputs the sound 4 of flowing water. In one example,
water sound player 30 is an application program at a
computing device. For example, the water sound player
30 may be a digital music player on a personal computer
playing back an audio file containing a recording of the
sound of a waterfall.
[0037] FIG. 4 illustrates a system for outputting a sound
of flowing water and a noise from the speaker 2 shown
in FIG. 2 in one example. A water sound player 38 outputs
an audio signal 40 of a sound of flowing water. A random
noise player 42 outputs an audio signal 44 of a sound of
random noise (e.g., pink noise). In one example, water
sound player 38 and random noise player 42 are appli-
cation programs at a computing device. Although shown
as separate applications, they may be integrated into a
single application, such as a digital music player playing
back audio files containing a recording of the sound of a
waterfall and a recording of random noise. Audio signal
40 and audio signal 44 are received at mixer 46, which
outputs a mixed audio signal 48 containing both audio
signal 40 and audio signal 44. Mixed audio signal 48 is
received at amplifier 50, which outputs an amplified
mixed audio signal 52. Amplified mixed audio signal 52
is received by speaker 2, which outputs sound 4 of flowing
water and sound 22 of random noise.
[0038] FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating masking
open space noise in one example. At block 702, a speak-
er sound is output from a speaker corresponding to a
flow of water. In one example, the speaker sound corre-
sponding to the flow of water is a recording of a natural
flow of water or an electronically synthesized sound of
flow of water. In one example, the speaker sound corre-
sponding to a flow of water has been optimized to mask
open space noise. For example, a frequency boost of 2-4
dB per octave is added in the processing of the recorded
water sound.
[0039] At block 704, a water element system is dis-
played, the water element system generating a sound of
flowing water. In one example, the water element system
is a waterfall.
[0040] In one example, the water element system is a
waterfall disposed in an open space, and the speaker is
one of a plurality of speakers comprise speakers dis-
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posed at varying distances from the waterfall. The proc-
ess further includes adjusting an output level of the
speaker sound corresponding to the flow of water in the
plurality of speakers based on the distance of a speaker
from the waterfall.
[0041] In one example, the process further includes
outputting from the speaker a noise configured to mask
open space noise. For example, the noise configured to
mask open space noise is a pink noise. In one example,
the speaker sound corresponding to the flow of water
output from the plurality of speakers is output at a sound
level configured to partially or completely mask the noise
configured to mask open space noise. In one example,
the speaker sound corresponding to the flow of water is
optimized to mask a higher frequency open space noise
than the noise configured to mask open space noise by
adding several dB per octave higher frequency boost.
[0042] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating masking
open space noise in one example. At block 802, a first
masking sound is output to mask an open space noise
in an open space. At block 804, an audibility of the first
masking sound is masked utilizing a second masking
sound, the second masking sound operable to mask the
open space noise. In one example, the first masking
sound is a pink noise and the second masking sound is
a sound of a flow of water. In one example, the user of
the second masking sound allows for an increased level
of the first masking sound without a listener noticing the
increased level. In this manner, greater levels of open
space noise masking are enabled while minimizing the
possibility that listeners will be annoyed by hearing in-
creased levels of the first masking noise. In one example,
the first masking sound is a pink noise and the second
masking sound is a natural sound comprising sounds
associated with a nature environment, the nature envi-
ronment comprising a rainforest. For example, the rain-
forest may be shown on a display screen and the sound
of the rainforest output from speakers. In one example,
a first masking sound level of the first masking sound or
a second masking sound level of the second masking
sound are changed as a function of time (i.e., modulated).
[0043] In one example, the method further includes
generating a natural sound associated with the second
masking sound, the natural sound generated with a visual
water element system displayed in the open space. For
example, the water element system is a waterfall. In one
example, the natural sound operates to allow for the use
of the second masking sound by providing a logical
source for the second masking sound.
[0044] FIG. 9 is a flow diagram illustrating masking
open space noise in one example. At block 902, a speak-
er sound corresponding to a flow of water is output from
a speaker. In one example, the speaker sound corre-
sponding to the flow of water is a recording of a natural
flow of water or an electronically synthesized sound of a
flow of water. In one example, the speaker sound corre-
sponding to the flow of water is optimized to mask a higher
frequency open space noise than the noise configured

to mask open space noise.
[0045] At block 904, a noise configured to mask open
space noise is output from the speaker. In one example,
the noise configured to mask open space noise is a pink
noise. At block 906, a flow of water is displayed. In one
example, the flow of water is a waterfall generating an
audible sound. In a further example, the display of flowing
water is a video recording of a flow of water shown on
an electronic display. In one example, the speaker sound
corresponding to the flow of water is output at a sound
level sufficient to mask the noise configured to mask open
space noise output from the speaker.
[0046] In one example, the flow of water is a waterfall
disposed in an open space, and the speaker is one of a
plurality of speakers disposed at varying distances from
the waterfall. The process further includes adjusting an
output level of the speaker sound corresponding to the
flow of water in the plurality of speakers based on the
distance of a speaker from the waterfall.
[0047] While the exemplary embodiments of the
present invention are described and illustrated herein, it
will be appreciated that they are merely illustrative and
that modifications can be made to these embodiments
without departing from the spirit and scope of the inven-
tion. Acts described herein may be computer readable
and executable instructions that can be implemented by
one or more processors and stored on a computer read-
able memory or articles. The computer readable and ex-
ecutable instructions may include, for example, applica-
tion programs, program modules, routines and subrou-
tines, a thread of execution, and the like. In some instanc-
es, not all acts may be required to be implemented in a
methodology described herein.
[0048] Terms such as "component", "module", and
"system" are intended to encompass software, hardware,
or a combination of software and hardware. For example,
a system or component may be a process, a process
executing on a processor, or a processor. Furthermore,
a functionality, component or system may be localized
on a single device or distributed across several devices.
The described subject matter may be implemented as
an apparatus, a method, or article of manufacture using
standard programming or engineering techniques to pro-
duce software, firmware, hardware, or any combination
thereof to control one or more computing devices.
[0049] Thus, the scope of the invention is intended to
be defined only in terms of the following claims as may
be amended, with each claim being expressly incorpo-
rated into this Description of Specific Embodiments as
an embodiment of the invention.

Claims

1. A method for masking open space noise comprising:

processing a naturally occurring sound to gen-
erate an optimized sound;

9 10 
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outputting the optimized sound from a plurality
of speakers distributed in the open space to
mask noise in an open space; and
displaying a visual element corresponding with
the optimized sound on an electronic display
screen located within the open space.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein processing the nat-
urally occurring sound to generate the optimized
sound comprises modifying a frequency character-
istic of the naturally occurring sound signal.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein modifying the fre-
quency characteristic of the naturally occurring
sound comprises increasing a frequency of the nat-
urally occurring sound.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein increasing the fre-
quency of the naturally occurring sound comprises
adding 2-4 dB per octave.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein processing the nat-
urally occurring sound to generate the optimized
sound comprises modifying a frequency character-
istic of the naturally occurring sound to mask a higher
frequency open space noise than a random noise.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the naturally occur-
ring sound comprises a sound of flowing water.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising adjusting
an output level of the optimized sound at a first
speaker of the plurality of speakers relative to a sec-
ond speaker of the plurality of speakers.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the output level of
the optimized sound at the first speaker of the plu-
rality of speakers relative to the second speaker of
the plurality of speakers is adjusted dependent on a
relative position of the first speaker and the second
speaker to the electronic display screen.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising outputting
from the plurality of speakers a noise masking sound
comprising a pink noise.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the visual element
comprises a flow of water and the optimized sound
comprises a sound of flowing water.

11. A system for masking open space noise comprising:

a plurality of speakers distributed in an open
space arranged to output an optimized sound to
mask noise in the open space; and
an electronic display screen displaying a visual
element which corresponds with the optimized
sound, arranged to reduce an adverse effect on

a user hearing the optimized sound.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein the optimized sound
is a naturally occurring sound having an adjusted
frequency characteristic to mask open space noise.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein the adjusted fre-
quency characteristic to mask open space noise
comprises an increased frequency of 2-4 dB per oc-
tave.

14. The system of claim 11, wherein the optimized sound
comprises a sound of flowing water and the visual
element corresponding with the optimized sound ar-
ranged to reduce an adverse effect on a user hearing
the optimized sound comprises a flow of water.

15. The system of claim 11, wherein the electronic dis-
play screen displaying the visual element corre-
sponding with the optimized sound is arranged to be
visible from any location within the open space.
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